Press release
Peter Lang Simplifies Negotiation of
Republication Rights
Bern, November 21, 2017
The Peter Lang publishing group announces its participation in the Copyright Clearance Center’s (CCC) Republication Service – the most comprehensive source for clearing
broad republication permissions. By using this service, rights acquisition professionals
can quickly secure print and digital permissions from hundreds of participating rights
holders in a single transaction. Publishers benefit from a new channel to offer republication permissions and a simplified process for negotiating those rights.
The Peter Lang group will enlist all its titles in the service that were published in 2002
and going forward. Publishers, universities and others interested in securing permissions to republish this content in new works can access the Republication Service at
www.copyright.com. The platform then allows them to easily search for individual publications, quickly check available rights, review the terms and conditions, and select and
pay for the rights they need.
«Peter Lang publishes around 1,700 new titles per year and receives numerous requests
to reuse its content in other works», says Kelly Shergill, CEO of Peter Lang. «In the best
interest of our authors we want to grant as many of these permissions as possible while
observing copyright compliance and we welcome the service that makes the process
fast, easy and efficient.»
«We are pleased to expand our relationship with Peter Lang to include CCC’s Republication License», says Darren Gillgrass, Director, Rightsholder Products and Services at
Copyright Clearance Center. «This partnership not only enriches CCC’s content repository, but aligns with our mission to generate new revenue opportunities for rights holders such as Peter Lang and their authors.»
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Information about Peter Lang AG
Peter Lang has made academic research in the Humanities and Social
Sciences available worldwide for
over four decades. A leading academic publisher with headquarters in
Switzerland and publishing offices
located in Berne, Brussels, Dublin,
Frankfurt am Main, Istanbul, Oxford, New York, Vienna and Warsaw,
the company positions itself as a
link between theory, research and
teaching.

About Copyright Clearance Center
Copyright Clearance Center (CCC) is a global leader in content management, licensing,
discovery and delivery solutions. Through its relationships with those who use and create content, CCC drives market-based solutions that fuel research, power publishing and
respect copyright. With its subsidiaries RightsDirect and Ixxus, CCC provides solutions
for millions of people from the world’s largest companies and academic institutions.
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